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A CRITICISM OF ZAPFFE'S "ODEL OF STELLAR ABERRATION
,
by: JOZEF WLCZYNSKI,

Skr. p. 2057,
Wroclaw 1, Poland.

Ab~~act:- In Zap~le'~ model ~o~ explaininp ~ta~lipht abet~ation ~th the u4e
o~ the magneto~heath the~e a~e many ~~o~~ and ineon4i~teneie~. ~en the~e a~e
co,or.ect.Jtd, hi-6 model cannot explain the J.~t41[l~h.t abel[~a.tion e'~eet, even
.i& theJte we.te a deviation o~ abe~Jtat..ion o' ~ta~r.tiQht. when tJta.n-6-i..tina t.he

magneto~heat.h oJt en.te~in~ into
model a~e ~e~ented.

the geo~phe~e. fx~~n.U that nepate· th.it6

1. ln1Poduction.

A new approach to the- explanation of the effect of aberPC tion of
stat'light ha.s been presented b)' Zapffe [1, 2]. This explanation has been cited b)' other.
a.uthOPs and accepted mOPe ~Y less full)'• This apprc•ach is to be distinguished frorr1 that
of OUPie [3]. We claim that Blradle)' 1S method of explaining this effect is the onl)'
ccwPect one. § Thus, Jt is the present task to demonstlc.te the ettPCti'S in Zapffe's
apprCtach and that It is fallacious in generc.l and cannot be accepted in ph)'sics.
Besides, Zapffe's demonsuc.tions seem to be incoherent if not mistaken.
2. Zapffe's Acoustic and Ballistic DemonSIPatJon.

On p. 1164 of [2], Zapffe wpites:
(lre ea.n .t.pe.e.f.~i.eall.IJ de~.ine ()UJt. -6Ub_ieet 0.6 the de/l.ect.io, Oil
a.beJtJr.at.i.on wthieh oeeW!~ when the deetllomagne..tie .6igMI.6 paM 4Jtom one Maxwellian
lj.dd Ol[ Jt.e6e.Jt.enee ~me ./ntD anothell, thelleby geneiUlting /tiMit-Oildell o~ l'/e a.6
ob.M!Jtved in .6t.IJJJJ1t. abellution. Valit:J.oJiJJn «OJL tJW.6 app1r.oaeh liJU IL4the.Jt. .M.mpt~ in the
'act that J.iU..fltvt. abeJllt4tion .i.6, by u.ni»eMDI. ad.m.i.Mion, the It~ o~ the pl.a.netalt.y
011.b.ibd velocity v = 29.B fl. m/~ ~d4tiJJe to the helio.6phelle, •••

It follows fPom the above that a staPiight beam, when uc.nsitlng the magnetosheath
between heliosphePE: and geosphere, deviates backwa~ds, Pelatlve to the velocity v,
f"•m its path in the heliosphere. Backwards, if the image of a staP is to be observed
at the focus of a telescope tilted fOPVIards by an angle arcsin v/c 01 z.rc..:tan v/c, as it.
is in real obsel'vation~. But what pre-duces this deviation?
Zapffe makes use of acoustic$ in the wave and of ballistics in the photon
OP emission theary of light. In the farmeP, a submat'ine ro.nge-finder buoy B emits an
underwater continuous tone sonic beam in the N-S dilection. A submarine, Punning in
the E-W diPection 011 W-E direction, has two detectars: one outside, detectOP H, and
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(a) - Under 111 ater aonic be a • fro • 8 reachee detector H out.i.de and detector K in aide
the aub 11 erine • oving with epeed +V (-v).

the othetr inside the submuine, detectOI' K; Fig. 1 (a). Say both detectOI's al'e attached
to the periscope. FOP both directions, detectOP H lntearcepts the beam at precisely the
same hydfrographic coardlnates as whele lt passes tn the ocean. But ln the case of
detector K, Zapffe writes:
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figure 1.
Rock fro 11 R strikes the car •indo •
strikes either at E or at E' in •indo• lL

{b) -

I at D and produces a conical shard that

The ~on-i.e. .6-i.gnal- iJJip.i.ng-i.ng upon the wa.l..l wot.tld ~ub-6equerrtlu have
to t..'LaveJL.&e -i.ntJt.a.&ubmaJc.-i.ne o.br. oveJL whatevell d-i.~tanc.e .6epaJLated the i.n.&tllument
6Jt.om the wall. The Jt.e~ult-inft ob~eJc.vat.i.on oiL 'p-i.np ', woul..d ac.c.oJt.di.nplu be
d-i.~plac.ed ~llom the fJLH()_ N-S by an an{lle .in tellP1.6 0~
= v/c.~, whelte v i.~ the
veloc.i..ty
the .6ubmall-ine and c..6 .i...& the veloc..i.t~:~ o6 ~ou.nd i.n ai.JL. Th.< ~ .i-6 the
abellJLat.ion anple, •••

on

a
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The above example 1s in no way cong~uent wlth starllght abel•atton even
though the sonic beam behaved as a light beam. Note, passing a light beam through a
moving tlc.nspa~ent matte~ does not change its dilrection aftett . eme~glng f•orr. this
matteP, only the path is shifted. The same must be with the sonic beam when passing
the waJJ and next tlc.nsitlng thtrough the air Inside the submulne. Thus, one put of
the sonic beam leaches H, and the other one that impinges· the wall at D, 'eaches
detectOI' K moved to K' in time t of passing this beam fir om 0 to K, then 0 has
moved to D' TherefOPe, line K'D' is pao.IJel to line H6. The innetr beam leaves the
submarine waJl at E' and is thettefatelt pcurallel to the outett beam but shifted by EE'.
To catch, say, a narrow sonJc beam inside the submaartne, the detect01
barrE~I must be pcurallel to Une KD; then the beam 1Pavels along OK' but onJy with
Pespect to the outeP fParr.e B attached to the buoy. Thus, angle
is not the angle
of aberPatlon; inside the submatrine the sonic beam path and the det~tor ba~~el are
collinea.. and pcuraJJeJ to KD and K '0". Inside the submcurtne thelte 1s no angle 8 to be
measUPed. RevePsing the dll'ectton of speed v changes nothing Inside the submcurine.
But It is othePwise outside the subma.tne. To catch the outer sonic beam
the bcurrel of detectar H must be tilted in the diPectlon of speed v by angle uctan
v/cs =
And when ,evePslng the direction of speed v the ~elescope must be tilted
again but now by angle 2Bs =
Thus, angle 8s Is •eally the angle of
aberration and measUPc.ble.
The outeP beam is sensed always at H f01 both dl,ections of speed v and
the angle t3s is then measUPable. Although the inner beam Is sensed at two diffePent
places K and K' (K'H = HK"), Pelative to flame B, angte 8 cannot be measUPed in any
way. The sonic beam does not deviate backwards by angle B, as Zapffe would want,
Pelatlve to the submcur}ne fpame, when enetertng into the waH and aJr. Inside the
submal'ine aPe only two maPks: D moved to D' and K' (DO' = KK').
Now Zapffe's baJJistlc demons1Patlon. A l'OCk stl'ikes the Cal' window at
D (Fig. 1 (b)) and pPoduces a conical shattd which moves with the same speed v5 as
that of the rock and, say, stkks in the opposite window. Zapffe wfltes:

as+.

the

~ock wa.&

as+ - <-as-).

We need only

p~e4Ume 6o~ th~~ ball~~tie

mod£t that the

veloe~t~ o~

6ul.ly Vr.a.n.61ft.i.tte.d to the. gla.M 6-tagment; •••

But what is 't:Pansmltted? Its value and direction, 01 only lts value? In the
fOI'mer case the shad catches the opposite window at E, then D is moved to D' and
we reaJJy get the abel'ratlon angle Bs +; there al'e two visible mat~ks: D moved to 0'
(when the shal'~ reaches E) and E.
But ls such a situation possible physJcally? The shad when faiJing off has
the carr's speed v, so lt ought to stick at E'. Then, thelrefare, we have the same
situation as that inside the submallne; and angle 13 Is not the angle of abePPation. It is
not measUPable inside the car even fa~ both dlPectlons of speed v.
In conclusion, Zapffe's acoustic and balUstlc examples do not explain the
aberl'ation effect of stavUght. They do not give a deviation of the sonic beam OP shaard
backwa..ds peJatlve to speed v. Inside the submutne 01 car the angle B cannot be
measUPed even Peverslng speed v. The speed of the submadne 01 carr cannot be
measured inside them. But such a measUPerr.ent is a n01mal perocedUPe in the case of
staP light and gives a speed of about 30 km/s.
3. Zapffe's M-Space Model fot SatlLw Ab•atlon PMsented Jn his Flgwes.
Each of Zapffe's Figures 2, our Fig. 2 (a), and 3, oll' Ftg. 3 (a), falls to be
consistent. Besides they a~e not cohwent with one another. These descriptions cure
fpom the vie.wpoint of the wa.ve thewy of light but ~d upon his acoustic and
ballistic dernonstPatlons.
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(a) - Zapffe's figure (fig. 2) of stellar aberration.

A stat is very, very distant fpom the geosphef'e rPagnetoshe;:.th. Onl} a
minute pal'~ of its rradiation thaf falls into the telescope reaches the mugne~oshe(J.th,
and we call it the staPllght beam. ThePE:fore, the magnetosheath cannot pen~Jra.te. a
new -6plt.e.ad.i.ng c.e.nte.lt. ole. 'p-6e.udo-6ta.J[' .in the. Huype.n.i.a.n manne.lt., • • • • We think
the magnetosheath can only diffuse this beam at most, if it can do that. But in the
case of the pseudostal' the light of this beam can be obser\'ed at differ~~nt points on
the eaf'tt-'s suPface, say, even at M 01' P in Fig. 2 (a) and not just at N. And lf we
really assume the pseudostaP in the Huygenian manneP, that is to say, this light
ger~~~flc..tes light \\tavefponts simllal' to those of a sonic signal in ail', then it is
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(b) - Corrected picture of stellar aberration in Zaprre•a • oclaL

impossible fOI' the abetrrational angle to be measUifable on the euth's slll'face, even fOfl
v =30 km/s down the Ol'bit. FOI' then eve.ry longitudinal beam Ofl ,ay arthogonal to the
newly spcreading wavefront will be colllneaP with the telescope barrel placed at
diffePf~nt point~ on the earth's Sl.lf'fc.ce. One will measUI'e dlffetrent values of the star's
J:O ition, values even much greatett than 20 •.5" and also positive as weJJ as negative,
e.g., at points N, M and P in Fig. 2 (a); points N, M and P ue. at •est relative to the
geosphe,e but points F and F' are tmprlr.ted 1elattve to the hellosphefe.

Howevetr, Zapff~'s Fig. 2 (OUI Fig. 2 (a)) is in ettPC.r. Tt·e s:a~light beam
inlpinges the geosphet(: rn&gne~osheath at Fh
Fg, Flg. 2 (b) and only here· it
prrc.duces the wavefPont, and only here it imprints Its passing through this sh~ath. In
Fig. 2 (b) the letter5 with subscript g aPE: fixed in th~ geosphere and moving with
speed v, togetheP with the geosphere on the backgPound of the heliosphere· fPame, but
the letters with subscPipt h ai'E- imptrinted Jn the heliosphere- ftrame. Thus, the rc.y of
the wavefrc.nt falling into the telescope at Ng, pPopagates down FgNg in the
geosphere but down FhNh' in the heliosphere ftrame; all the wavefPonts are Pelated to
the heliosphere: fPont and they must then be shifting tPansversally when pPOpagating in
the space filled by the geosphel'e·.
When the waveftronts Peach the ea.Pth's surface at Ng, if they be
impPinted at Nh' in the heliosphetre fl'ame and point Fg be moved fpom Fh to Fh' in
the heliosphel'e frc.me. The wavefront Pay does not undergo any deviation when
tPansiting thfrt:•ugh the magnetosheath and entering into the geosphere. This l'iiY has
no trcnsver~al motion Pelative to the geosphere; it is moving OP shifting tPansversall~·
but only with respect to the heliosphePe ff'c.me. FOP example, at time ti it will be at
SR. in the geosphere: but at Sh when viewed fpom the heliosphere: fPame. Thus, the
telescope ba~rel at Ng must be pePpendiculaP to speed v and collinerur with ray Fg_Ng
so that this ray reacnes the earth ea~lie1. TherefOPe, we have here the same situation
as that in the submarin~ Placing the telescope f011 instance at Lg - if we accept a
new Spl'E:ading center ar pseudostal' in the Huygenian manner - changes nothing even if
speed v is also Peversed. The conclusion is that angle (3 in Fig. 2 (b) is r.ot measurable
on the Ea.Pth's surface even fOI' v 30 km/s down the Ol'bit.
In Zapffe's Fig. 3, Oll' Fig. 3(a'), the atatlight beam behaves othePwise in
the geospheFe than in the galactosphel'e and heliosphePe. Compcute the difrections of
speeds with the dashed cur,ows. These ar,ows 1eptresent the path of the same Pay,
orrthogonal to the wavef,ont, f•om the heliosphere~, but ln the geosphePe when viewed
fPom the heliosphere ol' the pPeceding sphere fPc..me, as in Fig. 2 (b). The pic ~urt:·s in
the galactosphert~ and heliosphere in Fig. 3 (a) arE· the same as in Fig. 2 (b). The
coPH:ctions must be made jn the geospherf~, accorrding to Oll' Pig. 2 (b) and to what is
tr'-ced by Zapffe in the pPeceding spheres; see fig. 3 (b).
As Figs. 2 (b) and 3 (b) show, the stal'5 cure obser\ed at the zenith in
every spher·e, although thay are shifted to the tPue zenith fixed to the cosmosphepe·.
Angles tJ', 0' and 0 01' T z.nd {2 aPe all not meac,l.ll'able even if the speeds v", v" and v
could be reversed. These angles are not the angles of aberrc.tion of staPiight. They
define the angulaP shift of the telescope relative to the cosrnosphet'E: fPc..me OP the
pPeceding sphere fPame, in the time r.ecessary to tPansit a given sphete by the beam.
The speed of staPiight along AB OP BC Ofl CD' (CD") are not equal to c when
defining the times of passing these segmer.ts by the beam. Inside these sphert=~s the
beam tr.;.vels with speed c along Ofl paPcJiel to A'B (= AAg), B'C (= AgAh) and C'D' (:-:
AhAc) respectively. Note, angles tJ', 0' and 0 ate not functions ol aPcsin as it is
written in Fig. 3 (a) but of a.Pctan; see Fig. 3 (b).

=

=

4. Discussion and Conclusion.
Zapffe has committed many mistakes in his demonstrations Pelative to
starlight aberration, e.g., due to the EaPth's motion in its Oflbit. After corre:ction, his
acoustic as well as ballistic pictures do not help us in understanding the observed
sta.Piight abeprc.tion. On the contr<:Py, they tell us that such a measuremer.:t Is
impossible. The same conclusions follow fPom his Figs. 2 & 3 (our 2 (a) and 3(a))
with starlight and within the fpamewOPk of the wave theOPy of Jight.
FOP the starlight abePH.tion to be observed in Zapffe's theOI'y and model,
the sta~light beam mu~t be bent by the aberPc.tional angle backwards Pelative to speed
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v when trc:.nsiting through the magnetosheath 01 entering into the geosphele.
But
such a situation is Impossible f"om the posJtion of the wave the(ll)' of light especially
when the beam ls to genePate a new .6pltead.itlg c.ente.JL OIL 'p.6eudo.6taJL' .i..n the
Huygen.i..an manne~.
Therefore, one must accept ~ assume the photon 01 emission-llke thee~y
of light.
Then the necessuy deviation to the b4ck is phyaically possible in theOPy.
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But, in pl'aciice, what ls to pl'oduce It? Note, the geospheate Is slmlla1 to a falling
r.:Jndrop and Potates ttvough 360° in a )'eaat uound the Eal'th's cente1. Thus, the
sta.Plight beams coming fPom diffetrent staars impinge the magnetosheath undeer
diffetrent angles and even from opposite sides, aftetr half a yeu fOI' a given stu.
Therefare, any deviation OP reftraction ought to depend on such an angle of lncJ4ence.
But the observations do not confiPm the existence of such dHfetrences.
Howevetr, in spite of this, Jet us assume such a deviation 01 ,ef,o.ction 01
abefrration exists when a starlight beam tlro.nslts the magnetoshea1h 01 enten into the
geosphetre. But then we have the same situation as that in specJaJ atelativlty although
that thear)' does not tell us whetre this Peflaction 01 deviation takes place. It must be
somewhe1e between a stat and the lnstlrument; we have caJJed It the 'lelativlstlc
abelrrational PefPaction' [4, 5].
Then Indeed the starlight beam Is always collineaJP to
the telescope axis when the Image Is observed at the focus. Filling the telescope
barFel with matter does not change the abetr1atlonal effect and does not change the
inclination of the telescope in at'c:fetr to observe the image also at the focus.
Unfartunately, the facts deny such an explanation of stulight abel1ation
as Zapffe has pl'esented. Fbrstly, the abefratlon due to the Ea~th's 1otaar)' motion has
This effect does not find any explanation In Zapffe's
been measUI'ed (=s 0.32'').
model because the geosphetre and magnetosheath does not 1otclte diUinally. Secondly,
in this model it is imAossible to measUie the a~1atlooal effect In a one-day
obsePvation. But such a measll'ement was executed In the expe1lment pet'formed b)•
Klinketrfues [4 - 6] with two Instruments, one emptly and the othetr filled. Thirdly, Jn
Zapffe's model thetre can be no tlro.nsverse dragging of stalllght by mattetr fllllng the
Instrument as there is In the special theary of Pelativlty. But the expePlments by
KlinkePfues [6] and A.ir)' [7] tell us [4, .5] that such a dtraggJng exists. Mooe, lt was
pl'oportional to the coefficient k2 = 1 - 1/n, wheare n Is the 1effactlve Index. Fourthly,
in such a model there can be no so-called deflection effect of stulight when lt filst
Peflects fPom a m11'r.OI' In f•ont of the lns'btument. But such effects we1e obsetrved w.tth
starUght, e.g., by Comstock [8], Loewy & Pu.tseux [9] and had to exist in Klinkerfues•
expePiment [4, 5].
Concluding, Zapffe's model Is useless to explain the abelPation effect of
statlight, even with the deviation 01 refraction of sta~llght when passing through the
magnetosheath. The only way to explain this effect Is to assume that the telescope Is
trc.nsvetrsally moving relative to the path of the stullght beam when the latter
tPanslts thPough the telescope; that is to say the Bltadley method applies.
Zapffe's pl'esentatlon of the abetrration effect of starlight in his model In
[2] is mOPe comprehensive than In [1], so Olll' objections In this paper a~e more
complete than in [I 0].
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t. Editor's General Comment on this Paper: We hope Dr. Zapffe will avail himself of his right to
respond in these pages to the criticism of his theory; the reader should suspend Judgement until
his rebuttal appears. Both he and our author are reasonable persons and by debate they should
arriv~ at a common understanding of this question.
We remark only that ti~~e-dependent geometry is very difficult and can be confusing
as the visualization of it is not static. It is complicated enough to confuse and befuddle even
the clearest thinker. Also, there are differences in understandings of the aspects of the
problems that arise. We have pointed out the many, many different forms of aberration that can
occur: pp. 2769-800 & pp. 274}-6.
·
In the example of the subtnarine, for instance, suppose a bullet were fired from
the buo~ in the N-5 direction and suffered no deflection at all in encountering the movinq walls
of the subntarine but went straight on. On comparing the two holes in the skin of the submarine
the commandt.•r of the submarine inside it would see an aberrational anglt> with the normaJ to l he
axis of the mo\iing submarine. H01111ever, if a continuous train of bullets were being firt:>d (a ray)
at any one given instant if one compares the continuous train of bullets with the direction of
the axis of the submarine, we find it to be perfectly normal to it.
There is a tendency in ti.a-dependent geometry for OAe investigator to look at a
problem one way and another a different way. We leave it to Zapffe and Wilczy~ski to thrash out
this problem between them until Haat is rescued.
We ask, as another com.ent, is it reasonable to consider a photon as large as a
football stadium? C.f. pp. 2348.

